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Let X be a compact hyperbolic surface r\ H (H = upper l/2 plane, 
TC PSL,(Iw) = a co-compact discrete subgroup). The closed geodesics of X 
are the periodic orbits y of the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle of 
X, which we identify in a familiar way with right translation by the group 
A = {(f Q: tE R} on T\PSL,(Iw). Each closed geodesic projects to a 
closed curve on X, and as such belongs to a homology class h(y) E H,(X, Z). 
Recently, Adachi-Sunada [A-S] and Phillips-Sarnak [P-S] have proved 
a prime geodesic theorem for closed geodesics in a fixed homology class. 
They define, for a homology class /I E H,(X, Z), the counting function 
Ha(T)=#(y:h(y)=P,L,~T) (L, = length of y). (0.1) 
The following asymptotic formula is then proved in [P-S]: 
n,(T)=w~ (1 + o(T-‘)). (0.2) 
This is of course a zero-density refinement of the prime geodesic theorem 
W-Q 
(0.3 1 
inasmuch as each homology class contributes a zero density subsequence of 
closed geodesics to I7( T). 
As with (PGT), the key ingredient of the proof of (0.2) is use of the trace 
formula. Thus, let R, be a convolution operator on L:(T\G) (u(yg) = 
x(g) u(g)), where x: r + U( 1) is a unitary character. Then consider the 
trace T,+,(x) 2’ trace of R, on Li. T,(x) is a function on the character 
variety 0 - 2g Hom(T U( 1)) of r; 02g is a real 2g dimensional torus. Thus 
we may expand TV in a fourier series on 0 . 2g The characters of Ozg are of 
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course indexed by the first homology classes of X: we let e,(0) denote the 
character corresponding to /I E H,(X, Z). Recall that 
where f is the set of non-trivial conjugacy classes y of r, and where Hq 
is the Harish-Chandra or conjugacy class transform of q. Evidently, x(y^) = 
e,,,,(~). Hence 
<T,,ep)= c L,, HP(~) + 6,, vol(rl G) q(e). 
;,E p shL,/2 
h(y’l= 11 
(0.5) 
One now chooses I$ = d7 so that HdT is approximately the characteristic 
function of the length interval [0, T]. The left side of (0.5) is then 
evaluated as T + CE by the method of stationary phase; the first term of the 
expansion is (0.2). 
In this paper, our aim is to generalise the asymptotic formula of Adachi- 
Sunada and Phillips-Sarnak to encompass the summatory functions 
(0.6) 
where u is an automorphic form of 
f 
SZa=s(l --s)fJ 
t 
1 Wo=mo 
i 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM. 
type (s, m) in the precise sense that 
(Q = Casimir) 
(w-(-Y tj). 
(0.7) 
(0.8) 
where o I 1 and where E(C, 8) is a constant we will discuss below. 
An immediate consequence of this theorem is that closed geodesics in a 
fixed homology class became uniformly distributed relative to Haar 
measure on r\ PSL,(R) as the length tends to cc. This is a refinement of 
Bowen’s equidistribution theorem (see also [Zl ] ); it can apparently be 
proved by a direct modification of Bowen’s proof [K]. But the constant 
and decay rate would not emerge that way. 
The constant E(C, p) is of some interest in its own right. Indeed, one may 
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view the theorem as asserting that CT has an asymptotic period over the 
homology class fl. When CJ has weight 2 (i.e., CJ is a holomorphic l-form) 
then E(C, 8) = JB CJ in the usual sense. In every other case E(CJ, 8) turns to be 
independent of /?. One can interpret E(~J, /I) in those cases as the trace of 
Op(a) on the harmonic l-forms, where Op(o) is the I/ DO (pseudodifferential 
operator) with symbol C. 
For holomorphic forms CJ (i.e., when CJ is an extreme weight vector from 
the discrete series), the theorem can be reformulated in terms of Eicher- 
Shimura homology theory. We will discuss this in Section 3 along with 
some related open problems. 
Finaliy we remark that the analysis given here uses in many significant 
ways the assumption that X is a compact hyperbolic surface. (For the 
generalization of [P-S] to finite area hyperbolic surfaces, see [El). 
Possible generalizations to compact rank 1 locally symmetric spaces exist, 
but will not be touched on here. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We need to set up some notation and background, following [F-K, L, 
P-S, Zl]. 
r is assumed to be a hyperbolic discrete subgroup of G = Z’S&(R). We 
identify I- = rc, (A’). n:,(X) is generated by 2g loops {a,, . . . . a,, b, , . . . . h,} 
subject to the single relation n, a,h,a;’ b,:’ = 1. Under the projection 
h: r-+r’/[r, r] =H,(X, Z), the generators go to a symplectic basis 
([ail, [hi]) for H,(X, Z). Let us relabel 
q= ai 
{ 
(j = 1, ..., 8) 
‘j (j = g + 1, .. . . 2g). 
Thus the intersection matrix is: 
[N;N,]=J= -“I ; . [ 1 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
The basis {N,} defines an isomorphism from H,(X, Z) to Z2R. 
Let ICY,, . . . . c~~,f be the dual basis of harmonic l-forms in H’(X, R). Then 
The associated symmetric matrix A of Hodge inner products 
[%,I = C(% cN=[jx% A *5] 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
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will be important below. One has 
s 
taj3 a,d = 
hk 
I- 
*a1 k= 1, . . . . g 
(1.5) 
s 
*aj k = g + 1, . . . . 2g. 
Ok 8 
We set A -’ = [a”‘]. Let 5$= aj + i *aj. The {5$} form a basis for the 
holomorphic l-forms. One has an associated matrix H = [ f(Yk, S$)] of 
inner products: 
-i Yk 
5 
k = 1, . . . . g 
[hkj] = gy;,, q= bJ (1.6) 
i 5$ 
?’ 
k = g -I- 1, . . . . 2g. 
n, 
Now let x be a character of r, which we may consider as a character of 
H,(X, Z). Then x(y) = e( (8, h(y j)), where 19 E H’(X, R) and e(x) = e2xiX. 
Write 13 = CZg=, ejai and define CD: r-+ Z2g by 
Q(y) = (al@(y)), -., a2g(h(Y))). (1.7) 
Then 
x(Y) 2xe(y)=4<R @(Y))), (1.8) 
where 0 E R’g/Z2R = 02g. 
Next, let R, be a convolution operator on L:(T\G). If 
(PE S,,,Jcp(kogk,) =e’“‘q(g)) and if a~&, (a(gk,) =e’“‘a(g)), then the 
composition OR, of R, and multiplication by 0 takes L:(f \G/K) into 
itself. 
We will consider the function 
T,(a, x) = trace of OR, on Lz(T\GJK). 
To this end we let: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
A0 = Laplacian on Lz, x = x6 
A& = lj(0)u; 
A;=.$(1 -s,“,, $ = $ + ir(0). 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
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According to [P-S], 0 = 0 is a strict local minimum for &(0) and 
(1.11) 
So Hess(&,)l,,o= (2n/(g- 1))A (cf. (1.4)). 
As for the traces T,(o, x), we quote some results from [Zl, 221. As 
noted there, it suffices for equidistribution theory of closed geodesics to 
consider the forms (T = (u,, X, uj, lclm}, where X, N (“, A) generates the 
unipotent subgroup N of G and where $, denotes an extreme weight 
vector from a discrete series irreducible. In the case of X, u,, one should 
actually replace T,(a, x) by 
T,+(X+uj, x)=Tr,((Eftlj)R,-(E~~i)Rlp*), (1.12) 
where E’ are the raising and lowering operators Hk iV (H- (k -‘$ 
I’-(: A)) and where 4* is a kind of conjugate of cp (cf. [L, Zl]). 
The general TF has the form 
(1.13) 
where 
(i) S, = weight m spherical transform 
(ii) Op(a) = II/DO with complete symbol (T 
(iii) 6, = ( 
&I2 0 
0 e - L;l? 1 
(1.14) 
(iv) H,, =a Harish-type transform [Zl], depending on 
the displayed parameters, 
(v) c is of type (s, m). 
Next, we need to introduce normalized raising and lowering operators 
Lz . LX are scalar multiplies of (E’)“. While giving their definition, we 
will also recall a bit of the representation theory of PSL,(R). Thus, 
LZ(z-\PSL2( R)) = Lf 0 L& @ (1.15) 
(continuous series + discrete series + trivial). 
We fix once and for all an ONB { uj} of weight 0 laplace eigenfunctions 
and an ONB { tim} of extreme weight vectors in L,. 
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Lf = @ X0($,) mult(s,), (1.1%) 
where $2 = (sj+ l)(sj- 1) on Y(sj), and where X(sj) has a standard basis 
{ u,,~} satisfying 
E'"j,,*=(s,f2n+1)Uj,n~I 
uj.O = uj3 u,,, has weight 2n. 
Similarly, 
where 9: (say) has a standard basis { t,km,m+nj with 
i 
E’$ m.m+n=(~f2~)tim,m+.*, 
$,,,., = $,; ti,,,,,,, + ,2 has weight 2(m + n). 
Then L’ are defined by 
L'"j,m=Uj,m+l 
L’l+b m,m+n=**+“tl~ 
1.15d) 
(1.16) 
In these terms, the $DO Op(a,) whose symbol orn is a vector of weight 
m satisfies 
OP(Om)=OmL, WI. (1.17) 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In this section, we establish the asymptotic expansion (0.8) for 
tia(a, T)/$B(l, T). We first treat the case where ~7 = (u,, X, u,, tim}; it is a 
small step from this to the general case. Recall the matrix A -’ from 
Section 1. 
THEOREM A. Suppose u is a generating form, i.e., (T is one of 
{G X, w, tim>. Then 
-=E(u,p)++u ICla(a, T) Icls(l> T)
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where 
‘(a) C(i,) C a’.“(u,cc,, ak), 
I.!. 
(b) 0, 
{f g = u,, where C(i,) is a non-zero constant 
lf 0 =x+ u, 
, (c’ J, g3 ! f  a is a holomorphic (or anti-) l-form 
L 
(d) C(m)Ca’,k(a,~(Ln:--?)~Yk). if o=ti,,,. whereC(m)#O. 
/.k 
(2.1) 
ProoJ: From the trace formula (1.13) we see that analogously to (0.5) 
we have 
Note that the 6,, term disappears here; also that our normalization from 
[Zl] of H,,cp differs from that of Hcp in (0.5) by the factor lD(S,)l = 
shL, 12. 
On the other hand (1.13) also gives 
Now following [Zl J we invert the Harish operators H,,, in (2.2) and 
replace S,cp by S, H,;,!,cp in (2.3). We then let cpr.c approximate the 
characteristic function cp 7 of [ 1, T] on R + exactly as in [Zl 1. We recall 
that (P=,~ is not quite the convolution of (Pi with an approximate identity 
because we needed to build in an extra symmetry in qPT to insure some 
absolute convergence. However, modulo this messy detail, the asymptotics 
of (T,,<( ., a), eD) as T-+ co can be worked out very similarly to the 
standard case in [P-S] where G = 1; the differences are exactly as in [Zl]. 
In particular, the right side of (2.3 ) splits up as (C)r E + (P) T,c, corresponding 
to complementary series (IA,1 < a) and principal series ( lAjj 3 b) eigenvalues. 
One has’ 
’ The constants y&,(B) are given in [Zl]. 
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(C),, = 1 j (Op(+$ ul)e”‘?‘+“‘Z”Ji’T::I,(H). e( (B, 0)) de 
r, imaginary &a 
+ O(e”!21T) (2.4) 
(a) O(ceT) + O(sp’e’1i2), 0 = u, 
(f9T.E = (b) O(seT) + O(E- ‘en2) + (qE ze -T/2), O=X+UI (2.5 ) 
(c, d) O(ser) + O(s~‘e”2) + O(E 5/‘er’“), CT=ljm. 
In all cases, these estimates are uniform in 6. One optimizes by setting 
s=epT14. It follows that (C),, determines the asymptotic behaviour of 
ti& T). 
Furthermore, t(: < 1 and ty = 1 iff j= 0 and 0 = 0 ([P-S]). Hence the 
principal term is 
Z&a, T) 2’ jezg (OP(CJ)& ut)e ““2)f’1’2)‘o’B)‘Ty~.m(e) e((j, 0)) d9. (2.6) 
This integral may be calculated asymptotically as T + IXI by the method of 
steepest descent. We will need to review some features of the calculation 
from [P-S]. First, 8 = 0 is a critical point of the phase function t,(O), and 
in fact to(O) takes on its strict maximum value of 1 there. Any other critical 
point will produce lower order terms. So we only need the stationary phase 
expansion around 6’ = 0. 
Let A, be the Hessian matrix of t,(O) at 0 = 0 : A, = Hess(&)1 0=0 = 
(2n/A(g- 1)) (by 1.11). Then 
Z,J(~, T) = 
eT 
T”(det( 1/27c)A,)“2 
(2.7) 
where ~1 is the amplitude 
a = (OP(o)u& 4) yY.,(f3 e((B, 0)) (2.8 1 
and h is the third order remainder in the Taylor expansion of t,(O) around 
8=0 [Ho, Theorems 7.7.5-7.7.61. Note that the MSP expansion around 
other critical points will be of exponentially lower order. 
The only terms relevant to the theorem are the terms j= 0, 1, 2, 3. It is 
easy to see that the j= 0, 3 terms vanish. Indeed both have the factor 
(OP((J)% uO) = Jric (T d Haar = 0. This of course is why our expansion 
begins at one order lower than in [P-S]. 
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For the (j= 1) term, we may ignore the factor eTh in (2.7) since only 
two derivatives will fall on it. Thus we get for j = 1 and j = 2 
r 
r/da, n = T”+ ‘idetfl,Z+t,)” [( 
(2.9) 
where A, = [Q,], A;’ = [a!]. Let E(C, /3) be the parenthetical expression. 
Then 
$fl(L ~)-‘~&J, n=c(o,8)-f+o(~). (2.10) 
The remainder of the proof is the calculation of E(CJ, /I). Write E = E, + E? 
for the second (resp. fourth) derivative sum.Certain features are common to 
all cases (a)-(d): after this point, we will go into things case-by-case. 
First, at least one derivative above must fall on (Op(o)u:, ~4,“). To 
compute the result we will need to introduce the functions 
(i) 
(ii) 
(2.11) 
As explained in [P-S], u, is a harmonic function on H satisfying 
(i) u,(v) = yj(z) + 27~icD(y)~ U(Z, 0); u(~, 0) = (4nrr(g - I )-l/2 2 c, 
112 
(ii) ict, . 
This follows by differentiating the equations 
Au; = rio(e)u; 
4jw=ew, Q(Y))) +,. 
Additionally, we have 
6) n,(e) = (vu;, vu;, 
(ii) & E.,(B) = 2 
k 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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hence 
(iii) I,(0)l,_,=~n,(e~lR~o=O. 
k 
Carrying this one step further, we have 
(i) A wJk = ,=,=$j (% Mk) [P-S1 (2 15) 
tii) wjk(yz)= wjk(z) + 27d[@(y)j uk(z)-@(y)k t:(z)] 
+ (W2 WY), @(Y)k c,. 
Now it is manifest from the symmetry of A that the non-zero terms in the 
sum 
must have one of the following for a factor: 
(i) 
(ii) 
C(OP(O) l, uj) + (Op(O) uj, l)] ’ Cg 
(OP(‘) “j, u/c) + (C)p(g) uk, Uj) 
+ [topto) w;k, l) + (Opta) l, u;k)] ’ c,. 
(2.17) 
We remark that since uj and wjk are not r-invariant, the meaning of the 
sums (2.17)(i)-(ii) must be clarified: this will be done in the process of 
evaluating them. 
We now evaluate &,(a, /I) and E?(CJ, /I) case by case. In all cases, we will 
have s?(g, p) = 0. 
(a) Weight 0: CJ = u,. Then 
(2.17)(i)=(u,,Reuj)=0. (2.18i) 
Indeed, Re u, is a r-invariant harmonic function, hence a constant. In fact 
this constant is zero, since 0 = (a/&+,)(~~, ut)l,=, = 2(Re uj, 1). This implies 
&2(& B) = 0. 
Moreover, 
(2.17)(ii) = 2(U,, Re tijuk) + 2(U,, Re w’,k). (2.18ii) 
Since uk is pure imaginary, Uiuk is real. It transforms as follows: 
tijuk(yz) = tijuk(z) + (2,4( -@(y)juk(z) + @(Y)kfij(z)) ’ c, 
+ (271j2 @(y), @(Y)k ’ cf. (2.19) 
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The extra terms are exactly opposite to what appears for w$(yz) 
(ef C, . wtjk) (2.15)(ii). Hence Re Ujvk + Re IV$ is r-invariant (Im Ujok = 0, 
and Im ~~~~ is r-invariant). Consequently (2.17) (ii) is well-defined as 
(u,, W6,0k + w,R,)). 
We have 
2(u,, Re(fiiv, + tip;))=+ (u,, A Re(E,c, +M$)) 
/ 
=f (u,, Re(&?i.&v, + Aw$.)) 
I 
4.n = 
ug- 1) 
(u,, q. h) (2.20) 
by (2.12)(ii) and (2.15)(i). Here &,.LQ is the pointwise Hedge inner 
product. 
Since all derivatives must fall on (Op(a)u:, u:), and the remaining factor 
depends only on A,, we get 
&,(U,, /I) = C(l,) c aqu,, j?,a,). 
j .  k 
(2.21 )(a) 
The right side is evidently a trace. Indeed, let U,, be orthogonal projection 
of L’(T\ G) onto the space of harmonic l-forms, which we may view as the 
sum of the space of extreme weight vectors of weights +2. Then 
E,(u~, D) = CO-,) Tr no Op(r+ln, = 4+, BX (2.21 j(b) 
where Op(u,) is just multiplication by uI. 
(b) Continuous series, weighr f 2 : o = X, u,. 
Recall from (1.17) that 
Op(X+u,)= (Efu,)L, -(E-u,)LT. (2.22 ) 
Then Op(o)l =0 and (2.17i) becomes: 
${E+u,, L,v;)-(E- u,, L:v,))=;(u,, (E-E+ -E+E-)17,)==0, (2.23i) 
as vI has weight 0, whence E-E+C,= AU,=0 (e.g.). Again, ~~(0, p) =O. 
Further, (2.17)(ii) becomes 
C (& )[(E*u,E’v,, uk) + (j-k) + (E’u,, E’M.,~)]. (2.23ii 
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Recalling that vlivk + wig is r-invariant, we integrate by parts to get 
(2.23ii) =I ( +)(u,, E’E’vjvk+ E’E’w$). (2.24) 
By (2.15)(i) again, the second term vanishes. On the other hand both 
EfEp and E-E+ act as A on vivk. The alternation in sign thus kills the 
first term too. We conclude 
&1(X+ u,, PI = 0. Hence, E( X, u,, b) = 0. (2.25) 
(c) a is an extreme vector of weight 42. 
We will actually assume a has weight -2, the other case being very 
similar. Here, of course, we already know the answer, so we do not give 
many details on the computation of E, and E>. 
Then (2.17)(i) becomes 
with m = 1. 
(Q(a) vj, 1) = (aL; Vi, 1) = (a, L, vj)’ (2.26) 
Now L;v, = iEpvj so that 
(Op(a) vi, 1) = ;(a, E+Cj) = f(a, Zi) (2.27) 
(where we now view a as a holomorphic l-form, and S is the Dolbeault 
operator) 
Here, (a, 8Cj) = 0 because &, has weight - 2; note that (a, Zj) # 0 (at least 
not trivially) because vj is not r-invariant. By (2.12) we thus have 
(@(a) vi, l)= 5 ( > 
112 
i(a, ui). (2.28) 
On the other hand, we claim that (2.17)(ii) is zero: indeed, it equals 
;(a, EfCjv, + E+Vkvj+ E+I?$) 
= ;(a, Ef(Re(Cjv, + MS)) + iE+(Im u,;)) =0 (2.29) 
since E-a = 0 and both Re(Cjv, + ~;gk) and Im I+;$ are r-invariant. 
It follows that only the first derivatives of (Op(a) u:, u:) contribute in 
this case. This leaves one derivative to fall on yy,,(d)e(/?, 0) in E, and on 
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the whole Ed term. Since &(0)=0 at B=O (2.14(iii)), in fact only the 
derivative on e(/?, 0) contributes to E,. We get 
El(O,b)= --Cd$T,Z,)&= 0. Also, cZ(g, fi, = 0. (2.29)(b) 
1-k .r B 
(d) Discrete series; a is an e.utreme weight oector of #Ieight m, Irnl > 2: 
suppose m > 2. 
Again (2.17 ) (i ) becomes 
C,(m)(a, (E+)“‘L’,) (2.30) 
for some constant C,(m). 
Now, however, (E+ ),I ’ ; tjj IS r-invariant, so we may integrate one E+ 
by parts and get 
(2.17)(i)=CZ(m)(EPa, (E+)“‘--‘Vi)=O. Hence EZ(a, fl) = 0. (2.31) 
As for (2.17)(ii), we get 
CJm)(a, uJE+)~U/+ u~(E+)“.~~+ (E+)“G$). (2.32) 
We first claim that o,(E+)“fi,+u,(E + “I fik + (E+ )” \c.,“k is r-invariant. ) 
Indeed, E+fi, is a scalar multiple of cy by (2.12)(ii). On the other hand, 
Et@; is not r-invariant. Let us write 
E-w$=Y;.. (2.33) 
Then 
yp,b’g) - yp,uk(g) = (2~i)(@(Y),, pk(g) + @(Y)k q(g)). c,. (2.34 
It follows immediately that 
T,k (“-‘)%!u~(E+)~’ -‘~+u;(E-)“‘~‘,~.+((E+)“~l Sp, (2.35 
is f-invariant. 
Hence (2.32) is well-defined. Evidently, 
t?-“==(E+)(T$‘-2’)+ E+(u,)(E+)“-‘ y:+ (E+u~,)(E+)“-~ z. 
IL (2.36) 
Since E-a = 0, partial integration gives: 
(2.17)(ii)=C,(m)(a,~(Ef)mPZ~++(E+)’+t,Y;) (2.37) 
for some non-zero constant C,(m). It follows that 
1.k 
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by symmetry of A and by the fact that all derivatives must fall on 
(OP(44 4). 
This may also be viewed as a trace, as in (a). Indeed, we may replace 
each q by tl, in (2.38) since the extra terms are orthogonal to r~ by weight 
considerations. But the resulting terms are then of form (oL; pzak, ai). 
This is (Op(a)cr,, OL~), where Op(a) is a $DO operating forms on non-zero 
weight (the analogue of ( 1.17) remains true). Hence up to a non-zero 
scalar, E((T, /I) is the trace of Op(a) on harmonic forms. 
This completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 1. If CJ is any automorphic form of some weight m and 
Casimir eigenvalue s,, then t+ba(o, T)/ti& 1, T) = E(CT, p)( l/T) + 0( l/T’) for 
some constant &(a, 8). 
ProoJ: This is so because tim is a cyclic vector for A = ((< .!,)) in 9; ; 
while uI (resp. X, u,) is cyclic for X&(s,) (resp. Xodd(s,)), and &‘(s[) = 
X&(S~)@&&(S,) (cf. [Zl, Sect. ICI). It follows that if a is from 92, 
+s(a, T) is actually a multiple a(m) of I/&$,,,, T); while if a is from the 
continuous series, rj8(a, T) is a multiple of Il/&u,, T). The details of this are 
given in [Zl, Sect. lC]. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Zf a E C(T\ G), and (a, 1) = 0, then 
$p(a, T) 
&dl, T) 
= 45, fl) $+ o( 1). 
Proof This follows from Corollary 1 since finite linear combinations of 
automorphic forms are dense in C(r 1 G). 1 
Corollary 2 is a Bowen-type equidistribution theorem for closed 
geodesics in homology classes. 
3. EICHLER COHOMOLOGY AND POINCAR~ SERIES 
Our purpose in this section is simply to translate Theorem A into the 
language of Eichler cohomology and Poincart series. We will assume 
throughout that 5 comes from the holomorphic discrete series, i.e., that a 
is the lift of a holomorphic m-differential f(z)(dz)“. 
Our reference for Eichler cohomology and Poincart series is [K-M]. All 
unexplained terminology, notation, and results can be found in that paper. 
The first item we need is the map h,: r+ H,(T, S”‘V*) given by 
h,(y) = Cr 0 &I, (3.1) 
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where 
(i) V is the standard representation of X,(R) on C’; 
(ii) s, E S2 V* is, for y = (F 5;), the polynomial 
s.;=cu2+(d-u)uu-hu’; 
(iii) &=S;; 
(iv) H,(f, n) is the Eilenberg-MacLange homology group, 
where rr is a representation of r into GL( V) for a vector 
space V, and where the boundary of a l-chain y 0 u is 
d(y@u)=7C(y)V-u; 
(v) [r@ [,I is the homology class of the cycle ~05,. (3.2) 
The second item we need is the period polynomial of our form c (or 
rather the associated f( z)( ti~)~): 
Y( A ) is the crossed-homomorphism given by 
r(A y) = 5 (j:; z’f(z) dz) (7) e’f’” ‘, 
J=I 
(3.3) 
where (e,f> is the standard basis for V. 
We may view r(f, .) as a cocycle defining a cohomology class in 
H’(T, S” V). Under the pairing of H’(T, S” V) 0 H,(T, S” V*) + @ we 
have [K-M, Corollary 31 
((r(~~),y85~)>=(r(~y),ri)=?^?=of(~)(c~*+(rl-a)~-h)“m. (3.4) 
=” 
The integrals in (3.3) and (3.4) are independent of path and of zO. 
Moreover 
<r(f, Y), 4,) = ?‘, Q/-3 (3.5) 
where 0,. is the lifting off of weight m. 
The final item we will need is a further formula for the period I;, g,. in 
terms of hyperbolic Poincare series, 
((A @m+ 1,y r,=j Cf, (3.6) 
t 
where (( , )) is the Petersson inner product [K-M]. 
We can now re-state Theorem A (d) in the following ways: 
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where c,, E H,(f, S” V*) is given bjj 
(ii) -L c @n,+,,g’E:. 
Q(T) L;. < 7 
/I(:‘)=/{ 
Here m # 0 and convergence is in a ,finite, dimensional 
vector space. 
Proof: (i) Immediate from Theorem A (d), (3.2), (3.4), (3.5). 
(ii) From Theorem A (d) and (3.6). 1 
Remarks. (a) We note that &Ill is independent of /I. However, to get a 
limit at all we need to constrain y to lie in a fixed homology class 8. 
We close this paper with some questions. 
Question 1. How can Theorem A’ (i)-(ii) be proved without use of the 
trace formula? Note that h(y) = fl means y = PC, where C is a commutator. 
If we fix generators (yi, . . . . yZg} for r, then L;, + co means word- 
length(y) + co, i.e., the word length of the commutator C tends to co. Can 
the homology class be worked out asymptotically in an algebraic way? 
Question 2. Do we actually need to average in Theorem A’ or does the 
generic term tend to E,,? 
Question 3. Can one generalize the proof of [P-S] or of Theorem A by 
averaging over other varieties of representations, e.g., Hom(T, U(n))/U(n)? 
Do constraints on h,,(y) lead to limits-on-average of h,(y)? 
Question 4. For m #O, the homology classes h,(y) need not lie on a 
lattice in H,(F’, S”V*). How are they distributed as LY --+ co? Do the 
arithmetic and non-arithmetic cases differ? 
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